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Heritage
122 Shamrocks in Cyberspace: Irish Genealogy Databases  Michael Brophy
142 In Search of a Home  Janette Silverman, DSJS
152 Conrad Beidler's Signature  James M. Beidler
212 Portuguese Ancestors? Online Resources, Research Methodology, and Tips for Success  Debbie Gurtler, AG
222 Ohana, ʻAiʻa, Fāmilī, Whānau, Fēʻitī: A Beginner’s Guide to Polynesian Family History  Miyamoto Loretta Jensen
252 From Bourbon to Blue Jeans: Bavarian Jews and Their Influence on American Culture  Suzanne Keling Myers, DO
302 Using Scandinavian Records When You Don’t Know the Language  Jill Morelli, CG
342 What You Need to Know Before Researching Hispanic Ancestors  Debbie Gurtler, AG
402 Tesoro! Beginning Italian Research  Suzanne Russo Adams, AG
412 Using Online Scandinavian Church Records  Jenny Hanson, AG
422 Austria, Poland, Russia, or Prussia? Making Sense of Central and East European Historical Geography  Joseph B. Everett, MLS

Occupations
208 An Echo in the Forest: Records of the Civilian Conservation Corps, 1933-1942  Pamela J. Vittorio
218 The New Deal: Putting Your Ancestors to Work  Michael L. Strauss, AG
228 Mining, Logging, and Fishing: Early Work in the Pacific NW  Janice Lovelace, PhD
258 “I’ve Been Working on the Railroad” Research  Dannell “Danni” Altman-Newell

States
150 St. Joe, Independence, and the Missouri Territory  Peggy Lauritzen, AG, FOGS
417 Navigating the Unique Texas Land Grant System  Diana Elder, AG
427 Tackling the “Born in Pennsylvania” Problem  James M. Beidler
447 Midwest Research at 30,000 Feet: A “Flyover” of Differences in Access and Repositories  Laurie Heritage-Moore, MLS, AG
457 Getting Ready for a Research Trip to Virginia  Barbara Vines Little, CG, FNGS, FUGA

Methodology
153 A Widow, Midwife, and a Nun: A Case Study  Suzanne Russo Adams, AG
204 Identifying Slaveholding Ancestors Using DNA Testing: Successful Strategies for African Americans  Andre Kearns
214 Too Many Marys: Solving Identity and Same Name Confusions  Jill Morelli, CG
254 Conflict Management: Evaluating Evidence of Identity  Emily H. Garber
303 Eddie Wenck: The Case of a Little Lost Boy  Julie Miller, CG, CGL, FNGS

BCG
201 Who Was Charlotte Fasse Graue of the Principality of Lippe, Germany; Iowa; and Missouri?  Pam Stone Eagleson, CG
241 Using Whole Family Research to Prove a Relationship  Barbara Vines Little, CG, FNGS, FUGA, FVGS
251 Bricks Without Straw? Careful Collection of Weak Evidence Builds the Case of Leven Green  Patricia Lee Hobbs, CG
311 Establishing Identity and Proving Relationships: Research Methodologies That Work  David Quimette, CG, CGL
341 Using Cluster Methodology to Solve a Long-Standing Problem  Karen Mauer Jones, CG, FGBS, FUCA
401 Uncovering Immigrant Origins Through Cluster Research  Dana Ann Palmer, CG, CGL
421 Defining Hope: Separating Men of the Same Name  Rebecca Whitman Koford, CG, CGL
441 Her Sixth Matrimonial Venture: Tracing Women’s Multiple Marriages  Sharon Hoyt, MLIS, CG

Women
126 Celebrating the Vote: 100 Years of Women’s Suffrage  Gena Philibert-Ortega

Migration
125 How Settlers Guides Can Help Us Understand Our Ancestor’s Migration  Annette Burke Lyttle
145 Where Did They Go When They Left Ohio?  Laurie Heritage-Moore, MLS, AG
223 Exodusasters: The Exodus of Freedmen to Kansas After the Civil War  Annette Burke Lyttle
243 Nineteenth and Twentieth Century Dutch Migration Patterns  Mary Risseeuw
253 Always Exploring: Italian Migration and Movement  Suzanne Russo Adams, AG
327 Grandpa Was an Alien? Effective Naturalization Records Research  Karen Mauer Jones,

African-American
305 Digital Library on American Slavery: Accessing Pre-Emancipation Court Petitions  Janis Minor Forte
315 Freedmen’s Bureau Records: A Rich Source for Researching Black and White Ancestors  Sharon Batiste Gillins
345 Uncovering the Life of a Free Black Virginian through Southern Claims Commission Records  Andre Kearns

DNA
256 Cutting Edge DNA: Cutting Edge DNA—What’s So Big About Big Y DNA Testing?  Skip Duett

Writing
128 Constructing Clear Citations  Thomas Wright Jones, PhD, CG, CGL, FASG, FUGA, FNGS
148 Transcribing Documents: An Essential Skill for Genealogists  Julie Miller, CG, CGL, FNGS

Out West
428 Buried Treasure for the Colonial Southwest (Nueva Espana)  Debbie Gurtler, AG
448 Settlers of Indian Territory: Discovering Their stories in This Unique Place and Time  Diana Elder, AG
458 Reconstructing the Asylum: Women of the San Francisco Almshouse  Gena Philibert-Ortega
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127 The Parish Chest: Beyond the Baptism, Marriage and Burial Registers  
   Daniel Poffenberger, AG
   Sponsored By: FamilySearch

149 Using DNA to Solve Unknown Parentage  
   Crista Cowan
   Sponsored By: Ancestry

206 Pursuing Pilgrims—Identifying the DNA Signatures of Mayflower Passengers  
   Janine Cloud
   Sponsored By: FamilyTreeDNA

207 U.S. Immigration Problems: Finding Your Ancestor's Hometown  
   Marissa Jean Gardner, AG
   Sponsored By: ICAPGen

210 Helen F.M. Leary Distinguished Lecture
   Harold Henderson, CG
   Sponsored By: BCG Education Fund

216 What's New on Ancestry with Crista Cowan  
   Crista Cowan
   NGS Live, Sponsored By: Ancestry

217 The Dynamic Duo for Locality Research: The FamilySearch Catalog and Research Wiki  
   Diana Elder, AG
   Sponsored By: ICAPGen

224 What If? Learning About DNA Through Case Studies  
   Blaine T. Bettinger, PhD, JD
   NGS Live

227 Was Your Irish Immigrant Pushed or Pulled to America?  
   David E. Rencher, AG, CG, FUGA, FIGRS
   Sponsored By: ICAPGen

246 Tools for DNA Discoveries  
   Crista Cowan
   Sponsored By: Ancestry

247 From Ohio to Missouri: How the Midwest Was Settled  
   Laurie Hermance-Moore, MLS, AG
   Sponsored By: BYU Center for Family History

248 Breaker Boys and Spinner Girls: Child Labor Laws and their Records  
   Judy G. Russell, JD, CG, CGL
   NGS Live

250 You Can't Speak It? You Can Read It! Tools for Foreign Language Documents  
   Daniel R. Jones, AG
   Sponsored By: FamilySearch

304 Beginning Western U.S. Native American Research: Where are the Records?  
   Forrest Emmett, BA
   Sponsored By: ICAPGen

317 Turning Witnesses into Evidence  
   Elizabeth Shown Mills, CG, CGL, FASG, FNGS, FUGA
   NGS Live

324 Starting Mexican Research with Civil Registration and Church Records  
   Lauren Wake
   Sponsored By: FamilySearch

351 Validating Unsourced Online Information  
   Thomas Wright Jones, PhD, CG, CGL, FASG, FUGA
   NGS Live

356 Researching Veterans of the Spanish American War  
   David Lambert
   Sponsored By: American Ancestors

409 Getting the Most Out of Ancestry  
   Crista Cowan
   Sponsored By: Ancestry

419 MyHeritage Advanced Features and Technologies  
   Daniel Horowitz
   Sponsored By: MyHeritage: Advance Features & Technologies

450 Squeezing Every Drop Out of Polish Parish Registers  
   David Ouimette, CG, CGL
   Sponsored By: FamilySearch

459 Theory of Family Relativity™ & AutoCluster: How They Can Help Me  
   Daniel Horowitz
   Sponsored By: MyHeritage

520 Echoes Who Have Gone Before—Celebrating Women’s Suffrage  
   Steffani Raff
   NGS Live

521 What's New on FamilySearch  
   Ron Tanner
   NGS Live, Sponsored By: FamilySearch

522 DNA Testing—It’s Not Just Ethnicity  
   Janine Cloud
   NGS Live, Sponsored By: FamilyTreeDNA

523 Discovering Your Family History in Newspapers.com  
   Anne Gillespie Mitchell
   Sponsored By: Ancestry